Body surface potential mapping in ischemic patients with normal resting ECG.
Patients with ischemic heart disease frequently have a normal 12-lead electrocardiogram. We recorded body surface maps from 14 ischemic patients with normal (group A) and 5 with abnormal (group B) resting electrocardiograms. ST-T map data were compared with those of 36 normal subjects. In ischemic patients the following abnormalities were found: an anomalous location and/or trajectory of the potential minimum (lowest potential) on the chest in some; in others the instantaneous values of the time functions: Mxi (highest potential on the chest), delta Vi (highest potential difference) and integral of s/Vi/dS (integral of the absolute value of the potential function extended to the entire chest surface) were lower. In some ischemic patients, both abnormalities were observed. All changes were detectable during the first 200 msec of ST-T. The anomalous potential patterns were similar in group A and B patients, suggesting an ischemic origin of group A abnormalities. By submitting 10 properly selected variables, obtained from body surface maps, to Fisher's discriminant analysis, we succeeded in correctly classifying more than 90% of the cases. The efficacy of the method was validated by using one third of the cases as a test set, with correct allocation in 80.9% of the cases. We conclude that body surface maps at rest can reveal an altered cardiac electrogenesis induced by myocardial ischemia, not apparent in the 12-lead electrocardiogram.